FREIGHT AUDIT AND PAYMENT SOLUTION
Powered by Transportation Spend Management

Trax is the global leader in Transportation Spend Management and Freight Audit and Payment solutions. Our technology suite empowers organizations with globally complex supply chains to have greater visibility and control of their transportation costs across all modes and regions, giving them enterprise-wide efficiency, maturity, and value.

TRANSPORTATION SPEND MANAGEMENT
Driving efficiency, empowering visibility, and enabling cost savings

10%
Up to 10% of the cost of goods sold in global enterprises is spent on transportation and logistics

25%
25% of freight invoices have some degree of error, making accurate and timely accounting, reporting, and payment nearly impossible

COST FOR INVOICE PROCESSING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Outsourcing</th>
<th>$10.74 to $19.49 per invoice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Outsourcing</td>
<td>$6.26 industry average per invoice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Trax</td>
<td>$4.45 average per invoice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discover Next-Generation Transportation Spend Management and Freight Audit and Payment with Trax Technologies

4.5% to 8.5% TRANSPORTATION COST SAVINGS WITH TRAX
BEST-IN-CLASS, ENTERPRISE-GRADE FREIGHT AUDIT AND DATA INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY

Comprehensive, Cloud-Based Transportation Spend Management Platform

**Rate Manager**
Three-way collaboration platform that allows real-time visibility into all contracted rates by mode, region, carrier, logistics service provider (LSP), and business unit.

**Match Manager**
Enterprise integration solution that brings together disparate shipment and carrier data, inventory and sales order data, and cost data, into a single transportation spend database.

**RFx Manager**
Rate bid management collaboration solution for issuing bid opportunities, evaluating responses, and accepting bids across all modes and lanes, including spot quotes.

**Data Compliance Manager**
Data management solution that extends master data management and harmonization controls to the end user, giving customers control of their data governance and compliance.

**Carbon Emissions Manager**
Solution for tracking and benchmarking actual carbon emissions across a transportation network – all modes, vehicles, and regions – while integrating with broader ESG reporting.

**Accrual Manager**
Solution that enables organizations to leverage historical data to more accurately accrue shipping costs at the time of shipment, minimizing variances between accrued and actual freight costs.

**Match Manager**
Three-way collaboration platform that allows real-time visibility into all contracted rates by mode, region, carrier, logistics service provider (LSP), and business unit.

**Claims Manager**
Solution that investigates, files, and resolves carrier performance, including lost and damaged claims and funds recovery, while providing transparency and reporting at each step.

**TraxPays & TraxPays+**
Invoice payment automation and trade finance solutions that allow carriers to be paid when and how they wish, while enabling organizations to achieve their working capital and DPO objectives.

**Data Compliance Manager**
Data management solution that extends master data management and harmonization controls to the end user, giving customers control of their data governance and compliance.

**DISCOVER THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORTATION SPEND MANAGEMENT AND FREIGHT AUDIT AND PAYMENT.**

Contact Trax Today to Learn More

**TRAX BY THE NUMBERS**
- 30 Years in Business
- #1 Provider of Global FAP
- $22B in Transportation Spend
- 21,000 Global Carriers
- 40+ Currencies
- 128 Countries
- 560 Employees
- Every Mode. Every Vehicle. Every Region.

**About Trax**
Trax is the global leader in Transportation Spend Management solutions. Trax elevates traditional Freight Audit and Payment with a combination of industry leading cloud-based technology solutions and expert services to help enterprises with the world’s more complex supply chains better manage and control their global transportation costs and drive enterprise-wide efficiency and value. With a global footprint spanning North America, Latin America, Asia, and Europe, Trax delivers data-based visibility and insights, higher savings and better control of transportation spend for shippers and 3PLs/4PLs of all sizes. For more information, visit www.traxtech.com.